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Black: Sonic: Textuality

I’m trying to find the concept according to which sound is renewed every time it’s expressed.
—o rnette coleman, “The Other’s Language”

“We Are on the Edge.” The first sounds: a trumpet (Hugh Ragin), a sound that
recalls another you may have heard before. Roy Campbell? No, it sounds a
little like Lester Bowie. Ragin plays an obbligato, answered by a unison line,
played by an enlarged version of the Art Ensemble of Chicago, which his trumpet joins. Their union temporarily puts soloist/ensemble and improvisation/
composition binaries in abeyance. After about three and a half minutes, the
ensemble transitions to a vamp announcing some other event. Poet-performer
Moor Mother (Camae Ayewa) soon provides and defers that event, announcing
“we are on the edge / we are on the edge of victory.” At first seeming to offer
a familiar, gendered chastisement of “dope, and dancing, and drunkenness,”
she ends up underscoring the hollowness of victory that leaves many “dripping in blood from the rat race.”1 Stressing that the coming victory will be for

“all of us,” she reminds t hose who listen of prior victories’ partiality. Refusing
harmonic or conceptual resolution, audible within but not wholly enveloped
by the traditions it invokes, I hear in “We Are on the Edge” a commitment to
the dissolution and reconstitution of the “we” (“we are on the edge of existing”), which aligns it with the black experimental sound practice this book
engages. Moor Mother’s delivery, mode of address, and investment in the vernacular recalls Amiri Baraka, an influence on multi-reedist and co-founder of
the Art Ensemble of Chicago Shaku Joseph Jarman, whose poetry is integral to
the group’s celebrated experiments with sound and theatricality. As on their
former recordings, and in many other instances of the phonographic poetry
studied here, “We Are on the Edge” joins poetry and music in a unity more
complex and supple than a words/music dichotomy that prioritizes soundful
words or meaningful sounds. Analyzing that greater complexity in conceptual,
aesthetic, and historical terms is this book’s abiding ambition. Its aim, in other
words, is to learn to listen to phonographic poetry as a practice of black sound.
Knowing the fifty-year history of the Art Ensemble of Chicago does not
fully prepare listeners for this recording, just as knowing Amiri Baraka’s
printed or recorded works does not substitute for listening to Moor M
 other
(or Joseph Jarman). One reason for this is that the prior works correspond to
historical and social conjunctures whose conflicts, as the poem demonstrates,
are at once extinct and still alive as urgent intellectual and political conflicts.
Her refusal to convert historical sequence into unambiguous progress, her
rejection of teleological certainty in favor of a reflexive disposition sounds a
welcome reharmonization of the present’s strugg le with history. “We Are on
the Edge” creates a musical and conceptual caesura, an aporetic pause between
familiar paradigms, the history it sketches, and the particularity of its sound.
In so doing, it invites and is play, a non-teleological commitment to what may
 e’re accushappen in the course of an event’s unpredictable unfolding. If, as w
tomed to thinking, black sound offers itself as evidence of “some other kind of
thought” or another way of knowing, we must remember that that thought
does not exist independently of its material expression and that ways of knowing index conceptual apparatuses, that is, the sign complexes, theories, and
texts through which we encounter and understand the world.2 Sound is always
(also) a re-sounding; it resounds in the presence of prior hearing and ways of
hearing; it resonates within history’s mutable chambers. It risks being, to borrow
a term from Nathaniel Mackey, “hearded”: “Hear’s past tense’s past tense . . . 
multiply removed from the present, someone else’s having heard presumed to
be one’s own.”3 What Mackey describes, I take it, is the process whereby music’s
putatively “internal” categories—pitch, timbre, intensity, duration, rhythm, mel2 / Introduction

ody, etc.—have to be in effect bracketed in order to define the experience as genre,
as in the tradition. The part-whole relationship reverses itself, and the discursive
map of the sonic overwrites its territory rather than describing the terrain.
Listening to black sound beyond the herding effects that discipline any experience of sound—starting with those epistemological and ideological mechanisms by which we separate music from random noise—requires reconceiving
it as an evolving, open set of aesthetic practices that develop alongside the ideological and material forces that give those practices dimension and meaning.
Black sound is the result of work, play, and contestation. This book listens to
the insurgent sonic practices that have circulated between poetry and music
and that have shaped a vital strand of black aesthetic production since the long
Black Arts era (the late 1950s through the mid-1970s).4 To listen requires reflexively engaging the time that frames the experience. Each present—each now—
produces its own version of the past as part of its self-legitimation. Designating
the present—post–Civil Rights, post-Ferguson—is political insofar as, drawing
on Lauren Berlant, it requires a narrative accounting of those “forces [that]
should be considered responsible and what crises urgent in our adjudication of
survival strategies and conceptions of a better life.”5 The “historical present,”
what we collectively and individually live, is multiple rather than unitary; it
often appears as what is intuitively true, what feels right; it is the starting point
 very saying “now” is a
for knowledge projects, including the study of history. E
tacit demand, assertion, and revisionary claim to collectivity and on the past
(e.g., of the Civil Rights Era) that smooths out rough edges and contingencies
according to narrative and generic conventions. Soundwork is a way of inhabiting and making claims to a collective present, both concrete and speculative. My analyses throughout attend to the rhythms of attachment, of community
de-and re-formation, and the corresponding de-and re-formation of political
aesthetics, dis-and re-enchantment with engaging the political.
To say that black sound in or across time resists social and political orders
does not require listening to any note or analyzing any composition. T
 hose narratives of resistance teach us about the nature of the crisis black life engenders
within the deep economic, political, social, and epistemological structures of
the West. They teach us that even as structures define themselves in opposition
to blackness, blackness inhabits them as a destabilizing capacity. Ultimately,
such resistance is tropological, a way of reading and thinking beyond the lived
experience and positivistic accounts of black vulnerability. The first chapter
tracks some of the figurative tendencies, which tend to be analogical (this aesthetic gesture is like a similar gesture in the physical world), metaphorical (the
aesthetic gesture is symbolic action), allegorical (the ensemble models ideal
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sociality), metonymical (the aesthetic is juxtaposed with supposedly determining context), or some combination of t hese. Black sound, in t hese accounts,
becomes an indicator of the radically emergent, a harbinger or emblem of utopian possibilities or at least the establishment of separate spaces for being and
deliberating together. While I’m sympathetic to those ways of arguing (and
inevitably argue that way myself at times), I practice listening as a historically
grounded orientation toward the event with the understanding that no “pure”
 usic’s “interior” aspects is possible because each—pitch, tonallistening to m
ity, harmony, rhythm, duration, melody—already participates in a symbolic
economy. Listening must contend with sound neither as pure presence nor as
pure symbolic transcendence but as text, a structured weave of the phono- and
typographic, the grammatical, and the semantic. As far as possible, I offer nonfigurative, theoretical descriptions of black sound’s circulation and resonance
in the world, with the assumption that reordered aesthetic experience intends
new forms of community. I listen for what may have been possible to hear
and desire in particular historical conjunctures without assuming the context
to which the sound responds. Black soundwork does not simply express an
evolving consciousness and orientation toward freedom; it does not reflect the
world in which it resonates, but meaningfully changes it.
Soundworks’ primary object of analysis is phonographic poetry, the recorded
collaborations between poets and musicians, and the larger media history it refracts. Phonographic poetry allows me to track the changing practical and theoretical relationships among sound, text, and speech; among sound, song, and
meaning; and among the sensuous, technical, and ideological forces that comprise the black sound object. It also foregrounds media—including paratexts
such as interviews, liner notes, and titles—that coordinate artists’ own (literal
and figurative) voices, newly resonant vocal metaphors for instrumental sound
(growl, scream, cry), and constitute and shape strugg les within and against
language.6 Media are primary ideological and conceptual condensation points
for the epistemological and ontological order that depends on maintaining a
distinction between subjects and objects, between humans and things. These
sound texts participate in contests over meaning and value and play out on a
terrain structured by the culture industries and state cultural apparatuses. My
interest is in the ways black sound, as sensual, sonic, and semantic, engenders
the sense of ongoingness around which communities coalesce, fragment, and
reconstitute themselves. Periods of political and aesthetic flux—for example,
the late 1960s, the early 1990s following the Rodney King–inspired uprisings in
Los Angeles, or the current era of protest against the nexus of policies, norms,
and laws that reproduce black immiseration for which the extralegal murder of
4 / Introduction

black p
 eople has been a focal point since 2014—tend to see an upsurge of phonographic poetry. Artists reach back to a prior generation’s aesthetic and discursive modes. In the contemporary, this means returning to a Black Arts era
aesthetic and political ethos, including its implicit assumption that communities must be built, and that black sound—poetry, music, and theatricality—is
a means of building it. While recent recordings are not this book’s primary
object, I hope to contribute to an understanding of the politics and populism
of the gesture.
Here, however, we hit a minor impasse. Aesthetic impulses tend to exceed
even the most capaciously conceived historical schemas, even and perhaps especially in adversarial contexts. The relationship between black sound and history appears here as problem rather than solution. Especially since the 1950s,
black poets and musicians have come to understand themselves, within their
respective domains, to be experimental sound artists whose primary medium
was verbal or nonverbal sound. If the poetry-jazz nexus was initially a site of interracial collaboration (usually organized around male homosocial bonds), the
white avant-garde came to reject the so-called “tyranny of jazz” that informed
abstract expressionism and the Beats.7 Club owners, meanwhile, were wary of
the new music even before critics associated it with black militancy b ecause
 ere antithetical to a nightclub’s economic
the kinds of listening it demanded w
mission. The alienation of black artists from putatively “white” spaces along
with the development of a newly revalued blackness that included both the
historical and then-decolonizing Africa accelerated the development of alternative spaces and institutions that inform the broader Black Arts era. As Aldon
Nielsen observes, “black musicians, poets, and political activists all saw their
work as part of a growing internationalist development” and, moreover, “recognized that there was little point in addressing themselves to the New Yorker
and [instead] set about the construction of their own national and international networks of publications and readings.”8 To those institutions I would
add the development of new performance venues, independent record labels,
artist and composers’ guilds, and outlets for criticism. In short, they set about
creating an insurgent media infrastructure.
Starting from the presumption that aesthetic experience always has an
aleatory, anarchic, and refigurative potential, I attend to the ways t hese poets
and musicians play the changes of their moments within and against the contours of agency, understood in Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak’s sense to refer to
those forms of action institutionally and communally valid, even as they attempt to recreate institutions.9 This framing encourages different perspectives
on Charles Mingus’s embrace of black vernacular forms, Langston Hughes’s
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shifting sense of community, Matana Roberts’s inheritance and transformation of an avant-garde legacy traceable to Archie Shepp, Amiri Baraka’s poetics before and after his nationalist period, Cecil Taylor’s embodied forms,
and Jeanne Lee’s aesthetic excess. Multi-genre, multimedia “live” performance
plays a key role in the development of vernacular avant-gardes, and sound
media play a similarly important practical and theoretical role, creating the
conditions of spatial and temporal simultaneity in the service of reconfiguring
the possibilities of tradition and community.
The material and ideological limits of calls for “black power” and its cognate demands for self-determination and local control of civic and economic
institutions—including a missed opportunity to rethink politics on bases other
than individual or collective rights and sovereignty—are well known. We
might nonetheless see implicit qualm and qualification of institutions in the
call itself. Rather than assume that everyone who rallied around “black power”
naïvely sought black control or representation within liberal institutions and
then-dissolving forms of direct domination, we might catch the outline of an
anarchist-or communist-inflected imagination.10 Driving this w
 ere new
conceptions of the national and the nation-state, new faith in revolution and
community, fascination with emergent forms of African and Caribbean socialism. If we take seriously the skepticism many black p eople had t oward the ability
of the state and capitalist social organization to answer their demands for freedom, we might better understand the suspicion many poets, musicians, intellectuals, and ordinary people felt in the moment about the relatively narrow interpretations of freedom available in the mainstream. For example, musician, poet,
and activist Sun Ra said black p
 eople “were on the right road, but g oing in the
wrong direction.”11 In this light, pragmatic forms of mutual aid and alternative
institution-building resonate with black poets and musicians’ evocations of
both outer-and inner-space alternatives to then-extant cartographies of power
and black life, alternative ways of being together. Although many of the figures
I am concerned with here did identify as socialist, communist, or otherwise
aligned with the radical left, I use the designation “communist-inflected” primarily to keep in focus the varieties of black political and social life that fall
outside or exceed bourgeois norms of the acceptable or desirable.
I situate my analyses in what Richard Iton terms the “thickly dissonant
space” between “the confidence of the teleological and the bittersweet . . . entanglements of the agonistic,” between the certainties that attend some “liberationist narratives and the uncertainties and qualifications characteristic of
an instinctively reflexive category of perspectives.”12 The liberationist impulse
of cultural productions or the communist-inflected imagination is only one
6 / Introduction

part of the story. Throughout this book, I focus on moments of ambivalence,
where the “bittersweet entanglements of the agonistic” or quotidian strugg le
more perfectly overlap or undermine “confidence of the teleological.” Any articulated telos—the good life, the liberated future—requires a calculation of
what is possible, which is simultaneously an epistemological, historical, and
political question: what do I know about the present, what can be hoped in the
present, what can I convince others to want in the present?
When I started this project, I undertook intense study of m
 usic theory and
performance (saxophone), intending to explain in technical detail how experimental music created fissures in the edifice of the so-called Western tradition.
As my study advanced, however, I found it important to register the ways that
black soundwork disturbs the intelligibility of the Western tradition, itself a
mode of social reproduction whose models of the well-ordered function to exclude those non-European forms that cannot be appropriated or “refined.” This
is not to suggest that one cannot analyze the music according to the terms of
 oing so obscures more than it reveals. Black
Western musicology, but that d
soundwork in all its varieties noisily calls into question the Western tradition’s
predicates and aesthetics from an outside that is always also at the very heart
of that tradition’s self-declared interiority. Rather than catalogue “call-and-
response devices; additive rhythms and polyrhythms; heterophony, pendular
thirds, blue notes, bent notes, and elisions; hums, moans, grunts, vocables, and
other rhythmic-oral declamations, interjections, and punctuations; off-beat
melodic phrasings and parallel intervals and chords; constant repetition of
rhythmic and melodic figures and phrases . . . timbral distortions of various
kinds; musical individuality within collectivity; game rivalry, hand clapping,
foot patting, and approximations thereof; apart-playing; and the metronomic
 usic” (in
pulse that” Samuel Floyd argues “underlies all African American m
part because Floyd has already done that work), I have opted to underscore
the unsuitability of certain musicological concepts for understanding—really
listening to—the sounds of this music and its poetic symbiont.13
Foregrounding media enables sustained analytical attention to the interaction of the commodity form and class formations in a complexly postcolonial
context that encompasses, as Stuart Hall argues, not only the end of direct
European rule over the globe but the world-making projects that emerge from
newly configured power/knowledge relations in which aesthetics had a role to
play.14 Drawing on Walter Benjamin’s Marxian aesthetics, I understand sensory experience is historically situated rather than transcendent, and trace the
ways technical apparatuses act in unevenly reciprocal relationships with that
sensorium.15 Accounts of voice that develop around and inform the idea of the
Introduction / 7

New Black Music and poetry, for example, reward the development of sound
technologies that feature the voice in accord with those broader ideologies,
which are in turn reinforced by those technologies. The voice becomes the
central medium of the h
 uman soul or mind, technologies and material practices emphasize (or fetishize) the voice, voice and the metonymic chain it figures take on a phantom objectivity: it looks as though technology drives the
centrality of the voice rather than collective desires, and it becomes difficult to
see the ways ideas of voice drive the development of certain technologies and
recording techniques, as well as the promotion of some performance styles
over others. New aesthetics, metaphors, technologies, and material practices
develop along those lines. Insofar as it is linked to aspirational collectivity (and
aspirations to collectivity), black sound indexes a host of social changes and
orientations toward alternative forms of social organization.
Soundwork in this sense also refers to the conceptual labor involved in
producing black sound as a theoretical object that comprises practical, ideological, and epistemological structures.16 Black sound gathers and encodes—
sign-ifies—a set of rational, iterative practices that produce racial meanings (and
race itself ) through the circulation of sounds, texts, and attending discourses.
Given the historical connection between black performance and compulsion—
first by the dominant classes and then by the whims of the culture industries—
we might say its mode is affirmation, a refusal to choose between containment
and liberation, a noisy change of the question. I follow thinkers such as Alexander Weheliye in insisting that black soundwork, as aesthetic and political activity, is not merely reactive but constitutive of modernity and modern media.
In Weheliye’s account, which admirably maintains a reflexive stance toward the
history it charts, black sound is not “merely a byproduct of an already existing
modernity, ancillary to and/or belated in its workings, but a chain of singular formations integrally linked to this sphere, particularly as it collides with information technologies.”17 Conceiving black sound as a “series of relational singularities that refuse to signify any ontological consistency before and beyond” and of
tradition as “activating difference” outside an original/copy binary allows more
highly attuned listening to specific sonic events.18 However, in order for them
to signify as “afro-modernity” they have to relinquish some of their singularity
in order to become exemplary, in the manner of synecdoche, of a larger formation that still needs to be historicized. For that, I remix Weheliye with Stuart
Hall, understanding black sound as the ground of constitutive differences upon
and through which cultural meanings are inscribed, contested, worked out, and
reactivated. There is no “as such” or ontological ground upon which to rest; the
question of black sound only has meaning in relation to the specificity of spe8 / Introduction

cific moments.19 Soundwork, then, is necessarily theoretical work, requiring an
account of sound’s effects that corresponds to particular historical conditions.
Such framing avoids the sense of black sound (or culture) existing as either
timeless or as the autonomous unfolding of a unitary tradition or consciousness, while having the benefit of allowing a further question of the relationship
between historically specific articulations of blackness and its texts.
A Vernacular Avant-Garde

Sound recording and reproduction technologies further aided in the transforming relationship between sound and source, making available, plausible,
and desirable new cultural spheres and aesthetic forms. New forms of social
organization made it possible to value and promote sound recording and reproduction technologies in concert with transformed relations to time, space,
community, and aesthetics. The new and transformed often appears first in
the guise of the old, and the process of transformation reveals an often explosive potentiality latent within the familiar—the unorganizable within
social and aesthetic organization. Structurally unorganizable particularity is
also a futurity beyond the conceptual limits into which sound is he(a)rded.
To substantiate my claims that the sounds change contexts rather than metonymically, metaphorically, or otherwise reflecting them, I propose the term
vernacular avant-garde. This framing allows us to acknowledge participation in
the culture industry as important but not determinant, to acknowledge cynical marketing of black rebellion as an attempt to short-circuit the real thing,
and to acknowledge the ways new performance styles required shifts in the
ways engineers recorded.20 The term vernacular avant-garde also captures relays
between popular forms and their aesthetic elaboration and imagines them as
simultaneous, rather than reinscribing modernism/mass culture binaries. I use
it to hold space open for listening for the ecstatic and riotous within black
aesthetics. “Riotous” refers to those apparently spontaneous acts that reveal
 oing
the fictive and arbitrary nature of existing social relations and in so d
introduce the possibility of different desires and arrangements. T
 hese range
from avant-garde performance, which targets the line between art and non-art,
to the spontaneous urban uprisings that revealed the degree to which black
leadership neither directed nor straightforwardly reflected p eople’s quotidian
“upworking” of new political desires, or revolutionary ideals.21 The rhetoric of
spontaneity tends to discredit those ideals and political means, while tacitly
reinforcing and legitimating the hegemonic order. The structurally unorganizable, the structurally uncountable, is riotous potentiality.
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Even when the riot does not manifest as punctual event or conflagration,
the riotous imprints itself in the fabric of everyday life. What happens to aesthetic forms that seem linked to moments whose questions and solutions seem
misfit in subsequent moments? What becomes of yesterday’s riots? Learning
to listen means resisting the urge to hastily declare failure or supersession (soul
or r&b or rap m
 usic supersede jazz as “people’s music”) where t here is instead
rearticulation of common elements. Thus, if the persistence of free jazz, certain
modes of political poetry, and other vernacular avant-garde practices appears
atavistic or revenant, the fault lies in our conceptual and critical frameworks.22
No matter how often we are told that vernacular avant-garde modes have been
superseded, they persist, and continuing investment in t hose modes is perhaps
symptomatic of a too narrowly conceived concept of the beautiful and “the
popular,” themselves tethered to forms of social organization that are ultimately too narrow.
Drawing on Miriam Bratu Hansen, Ralph Ellison, and Christopher Small,
my understanding of vernacular “combines the dimension of everyday usage
and cultural practices with its connotations of discourse, idiom, and dialect,
with circulation, promiscuity, and translatability,”23 outlines a historically par
ticular “process” embedded in the (re)production of racial logics rather than a
preexisting set of practices and styles,24 and tracks the “anarchistic resistance to
classification” that informs suspicion t oward and rejection of genre distinctions
(e.g., jazz) for the artists in this study.25 Hansen’s account, in particular, helps to
keep the recording apparatus visible as a constitutive component of vernacular
art rather than imagining a black sound essentially prior to recording. “Vernacular” specifies one way of considering in aggregate processes of reappropriating
and redirecting of the riotous, insurrectionary capacities of outmoded forms, of
inventing in the style of the past with an eye toward new historical conjunctures
and horizons not previously imagined beyond the dissolution of black communities into their constitutive, antagonistic class fragments, and more broadly
the domestic and international class-shuffle that characterizes the sixties. I also
draw on James Smethurst’s notion of a “popular avant-garde”: “a paradoxical . . . 
avant-garde that had roots in actually existing and close-to-home popular
culture and that was itself in some senses genuinely popular while retaining
a countercultural alternative stance.”26 “Popular” here is a rough synonym for
“mass” rather than “high” culture (forms of culture enabled by emergent culture industries) and counts a large number of people (“genuinely popular”). It
also signals attachment to the “synthesi[s] and revis[ion of] a cultural inheritance derived significantly from the Popular Front, using the ‘new thing’ jazz
or ‘free jazz’ of the late 1950s and the 1960s as a model.”27 The semantic drift
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and malleability makes “popular” a tricky word to describe the phenomenon
I describe, which tends to involve recontextualizing—re-signifying—the sources
 eople.” I prefer the term vernacular b ecause of its insistence on the shiftof “the p
ing ground of relation in contrast to popular’s ambiguous position between the
descriptive and the valorized, its insistence on forms of social mobility not guaranteed to the musicians and writers that I analyze. Smethurst’s insistence on
the continuities between the black left in the Popular Front era and the period
that follows is salutary, and his notion of an avant-garde reframes the emphasis
on direct emotional expressivity and the New Black Music’s embrace of “uglier
modes.”28 Avant-garde as I use it h
 ere signals the effort to continually recreate
the ground of aesthetic practice, to create practical and conceptual openings
for new systems of value or thought; it is a way of occupying the interludes
between emergence and appropriation. Vernacular avant-garde is ultimately my
way of conceiving both the reappropriation (in all senses of the term) of mass
cultural elements and the modes of address and resonance within and across
shifting national and communal boundaries where the status of “the people” is
uncertain. The term refers to a mode of collective politics and poetics in deep
conversation with the apparatuses of the culture industry in a period defined by
hostility to collective imaginings of freedom (and collectivity itself ).
Though not always acknowledged, racial logics have important media components, and vice-versa: media emerge in and contribute to specific racialized
contexts whether engaged practically or theoretically. Early ethnographic
recording helped legitimate phonography’s medium. Ideas of black sound,
circulating under the sign of Negro or “world” m
 usic, helped to popularize
it.29 Recent scholarship reveals the centrality of African American vaudeville
performers and public figures, early ethnographic records, and vernacular
music to the legitimization and popularization of phonography.30 One way of
narrating the history of the medium is the gradual becoming-autonomous of
the phonographic sound object, its evolution from storage medium or index of
prior performance to an aesthetic medium in its own right. The rise of commodity culture and concomitant transition from the Victorian parlor to the
modern living room (hence the invention of the private domestic space) is one
precondition for sound reproduction technology finding recorded music as
a primary function. It overlaps population shifts from rural to urban centers
and from agricultural to industrial labor, and expansions of imperialism and
domestic rights, among other shifts. There was, as Jonathan Sterne argues, “a
new level of plasticity in the social organization, formation and movement of
sound,” which informed the emergence of new media, or the designation of
new functions for existing technology.31
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One of sound recording’s first functions was to communicate the dominant
values of bourgeois society through important speeches, poems, and symphonies. As Michael Denning and o thers have shown, the communication and
dissemination of alternative, anticolonial, or counter-hegemonic values coexists with its other functions, such as producing and aestheticizing the exotic
in the interest of normalizing imperial relations.32 The latter function became
a dominant way of hearing by reducing aesthetic excess to appropriable surplus, making “world music” the sign of either an exotic or a recently departed
elsewhere. Records helped create and disseminate a sense of shared social experience across geographically and temporally diverse terrains, contributing
to shifting racial attitudes and geographies, and ultimately helping shape the
racialization of sounds themselves. The modern, including black sound, depends on hidden or obscured colonial relations, and the transition from racial
abjection to liberal freedom, historically paired with the waning of sovereignty
as political virtue, has continually meant the spatial and conceptual displacement of dispossession of unfreedom along lines of gender, race, and geographic
difference. To conceive of black soundwork as liberatory requires thinking beyond the boundaries and histories of individual nation-states, and reconceiving the alternative maps and geographies implied and traced by the circulation
of black sound. If early sound recording’s traffic in vaudeville suggests an effort
to create shared social experience for the white bourgeoisie, the traffic of “race
records” and other vernacular music remade modernity’s collective ear, enabling new collectivities organized around and through the sonic.33
Phonographic poetry is one element in that development. Its emergence
provides insights into the evolving techniques of poetic, sonic, and racial production. It emerges in the context of a general social reorganization of the ways
we listen, what we listen for, what we hear, and who counts as “we.” One well-
developed axis of analysis emphasizes white hipster engagements with A
 frican
American and global black culture, which follows the trajectory of love and
theft Eric Lott analyzes through his study of blackface minstrelsy. Having
been, however ambivalently, the soundtrack of youthful rebellion and anti-
bourgeois self-fashioning for white hipsters, jazz’s meanings have become increasingly diffuse and contested, especially along the color line, which I would
argue made it vulnerable to the emergence of rock and roll (which also had
roots in the black “folk”) to become the soundtrack of white youth culture. Simultaneous with that, one sees the rise of poetry as a counterculture, with recordings of Dylan Thomas, Allen Ginsberg, and the Beats playing a key role.34
Less emphasized, however, is the new self-assertion of black poets and musicians who, through “soul jazz,” capaciously conceived avant-garde and other
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forms that used sound to hail new black publics and counter-publics into being
in the context of the culture industries’ consolidation. Musicians and poets
positioned audiences to receive new sounds and definitions of blackness—
corresponding with new notions of “the people” and the community.
Such transmission is never straightforward, and the positions of sender
and receiver are dynamic and reversible. Although the outcome Theodor W.
Adorno seems to have at once predicted and feared—that music would “become”
writing—has not happened, listening to sound as text, as material always already
worked on, requires attention to what is and remains troubling. Medium, and
with it the possibility of animating re-hearing, plays a central role. Rather than
“relinquish[ing] its being as mere signs,” phonographic sound emerged from
and participated in overlapping ethnographic and commercial processes that
enabled new grammars of listening, and new modes of signification in excess
of those grammars.35 Each citation of a sonic “truth” of race also plays in the
interstitial zone between reinscription and potential resignification or transformation. Phonographic poetry is among the new forms electric sound recording
made available, transforming and extending m
 usic’s productive force rather
than extinguishing it. Nonetheless, its producers mobilized it in the interest of
transformation of “the most recent sound of old feelings” into simultaneously
archaic and avant-garde texts that bear without being reducible to knowledge
to come.36 Phonography, even with the most carefully planned recording session
or reading, unavoidably creates the conditions for hearding—hearing that more or
less willfully confuses text and subtext. Phonography never entails the simple
transmission of a message, the translation of sound from one medium (air, built
environments) to another (durable storage media): textuality’s inevitable surplus
always also bears along what is not yet communicable.
New Words, New Worlds

Through mixed-media, vernacular avant-garde textual practice, black poets and
musicians sought to reconceive community and the common that subtends it.
Keeping attention on the sound-specific practices and texts through which
people shape and contest meaning, I avoid reference to “blackness” in the abstract.
While I’ve learned from Moten’s understanding of blackness as “an ongoing
irruption that anarranges every line,” my question involves the ways black texts
produce, contest, and disseminate the meanings of blackness, a social relation,
which then obtains a “phantom objectivity” as “para-ontological” (ante-/anti-)
presence.37 Text does not refer to recording or writing but to something closer
to medium and the surplus generated by what grammar and intertextuality
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produce in the interstitial play between different kinds of utterances. Attention
to text allows simultaneous attention to the constitution of black sound as a
set of relations among economic, political, professional, and affective interests
(rather than a narrower understanding of the m
 usic industry). From this vantage point, I attend to the aesthetic possibilities afforded by new performance,
recording, transmission, and playback techniques and technologies to take on
dimension. Text thus refers to open-ended material practices/processes and
objects as well as the interaction among temporal, grammatical, material, and
figural processes of signification that allows blackness to appear as both an open
set of incongruous and contested meanings and a transcendental signified or
objective thing rather than the social relation it is. My framing allows a richer
picture of the theoretical, physical, and political investments black sound practice encodes. Moreover, this framing requires attention to the media concepts
or historically contingent desires that make black sound work.
Black soundwork, rather than assuming a stable audience as recipient, often
does the work of calling to a prospective audience, of drawing together a “we.”
Drawing on the work of Jacques Rancière, Saidiya Hartman, Fred Moten, and
others, I’m interested in the ways aesthetic projects imagine collectivity and
ongoingness, and in the ways they participate, modifying Rancière, not in the
production but in the improvisation of the common, the improvisation of communism.38 Rather than institutional forms (e.g., the Party) or debates (e.g., reform
or revolution), communism refers primarily to conceptions of social organization
that are not organized around property relations or capital. “Improvisation of
the common” holds space open within which to conceive and take seriously
alternative social structures where production is not necessarily the production of value. Black community, never a defensive exclusivity or formation
grounded in origin or originary rupture, might best name the socio-spatial
forms produced by—and that condition the production of—marginal social life,
where “margin” indicates the continued production of an outside to a putative
mainstream. At its most radical, black soundwork is a practice of black collective
thinking that opens onto new configurations of the social. Analysis of phonographic poetry through medium requires a different line of thinking about the
ways sound practice draws on the past (itself mediated by previous texts), not
simply to affirm belonging to a group or historical formation but to attempt to
imagine and call into being new ways of being collective.
In Rancière’s account, “the political (la politique) arises from a count of community ‘parts,’ which is always a false count, a double count, or a miscount.”39
Relatedly, the “distribution of the sensible,” referring to “the system of self-
evident facts of sense perception that simultaneously discloses the existence
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of something in common [le commun] and the delimitations that define the
respective parts and positions within it,” serves as the point of articulation between
politics and aesthetics.40 At bottom, for Rancière, is a question of logos, and those
identified with it via a familiar logocentricism that equates intelligible speech with
being human and unintelligibility with the condition of the subhuman. Nonetheless, the notion of the common usefully recalls other shapes of the social than
those corresponding with logocentric cartographies. As Michael Hardt puts it,
the common “is the scene of encounter of social and political differences, at times
characterized by agreement and at o thers antagonism, at times composing politi
cal bodies and at others decomposing them.”41 The boundary separating sensible/
insensible and demos/non-demos is the police order (le politique). The count of democracy’s demos always produces a surplus—the part that has no part. Politics, for
Rancière, exists when domination is interrupted or resisted by the dominated,
and that resistance constitutes the dominated as a political entity. Freedom is a
“pure invention,” an act of claiming equality carried out by the “part that has no
part,” the dominated who are structurally excluded from the demos and therefore
visible only within the police order as an element to suppress. A long history
of black sound reveals that crossing the line into intelligibility does not eliminate the operation of the police order. As often as not, emerging intelligibility—
legitimacy—can intensify policing, allowing cover for the continued murderous
segregation that produces the “part that has no part,” reframed as the spectacularly or sacrificially excluded upon whom the security of the demos depends.
This is not to answer a theoretical question empirically. Rancière’s arguments for the ways societies respond to il/legitimate claims to freedom from
those whose systematic and strategic exclusion shapes the political give me
pause. Rancière cites Herodotus writing about a Scythian slave revolt (it is easy
to imagine more contemporary slave revolts) where the enslaved “decided that,
until proved wrong, they were the equal of the warriors” and engaged in armed
revolt.42 The enslavers eventually put aside their spears—signifying their intention to engage the rebels on their terms—and took up whips: “struck by the
spectacle, the slaves took to their heels without a fight.” His point is to strategically position such uprising as the “disorder of revolt” beyond the sphere of the
legitimately political—beyond the realm of the intelligible—and thus discredit
it. The enslaved spoke themselves into the social order, and the police order reasserted itself and, moreover, revealed the degree to which it had imprinted itself
in the self-understanding of the enslaved. Putting to one side disagreement over
the potential of popular uprising, it remains unclear how or whether the police
order might be not simply disrupted but dismantled, or w
 hether there are ways
of resolving the theoretical and structural problem posed by the “part that has
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no part” that fundamentally alter the terrain of the political. That, I take it, has
tended to be the aim of “slave rebellions” and similar uprisings.
But what if we read those revolts through Saidiya Hartman’s analysis of the
“longstanding and intimate affiliation of liberty and bondage,” and her injunction to consider “freedom independent of constraint or personhood and autonomy separate from the sanctity of property and proprietorial notions of the
self ”?43 If the most radical claims for the new music and new poetry stem from
their respective reimagining of experience itself, grasping the full impact of
black soundwork and the forms of community it discloses requires reconsidering the claims to subjectivity and subjective experience that tend to inform the
discourses and cultures surrounding the music and poetry, each understood as
the other’s spur and limit. Producing the common ought to be a name for the
pre-and re-figurative work of overturning the very ground of the political in
light of the structural miscount. For this reason, and because the outcomes
are not guaranteed, I prefer to think in terms of what Spivak might call the
concept-metaphor of improvisation. The uncounted are structurally excluded;
the part that has no part is neither inside nor outside; as riotous supplement, it
might turn this mother out.
In its ideal forms, improvisation requires both play and reciprocal
attunement—commitment to sympathetic vibration, social disposition, and
embodied practice. This does not simply mean commitment to rule breaking
or violating norms but a collective commitment to yet unrealized alternatives,
to revolutions that yet have no name. In its commitment to that “yet” it opens
onto the unthought, to experiments with freedom reflexively aware of their
complicity and insufficiency but nonetheless oriented t oward something e lse
to be completed by and through the future engagement phonography provides. Reciprocal attunement requires play, a commitment to what may happen in the course of the event’s unfolding, as well as an openness to conceptual
revisioning to make room for the forms of transformation of self and others that
may come. Play, in ensemble, likewise requires reciprocal attunement. Improvising the common, then, is the search, through play, for a freedom that does not
necessarily recapitulate the structure. I’m interested in black soundwork’s speculative capacities, its capacity to invoke aspects of lived experience of renewal in
Ornette Coleman’s sense in the epigraph above. The sanctity of property and
the norms of propriety and autonomy that issue therefrom have as their avatars
bourgeois white men, and are defined in opposition to the slave and the feminine.
What we need is not the universalization of patriarchal, capitalist freedom but
its abolition, along with its conceptual dependencies—personhood, autonomy,
individual sovereignty—understood to mark the boundaries of legible and de16 / Introduction

sirable selfhood. Abolition in this sense is at stake in the black soundwork this
book studies. What we need is a set of collective capacities for which we do not
have names, and which black soundwork gives one way of conceiving.
In his discussion of Amiri Baraka, Fred Moten refers to “a massive intervention in and contribution to the prophetic description—a kind of anticipatory
rewriting or phonography—of communism that is, as Cedric Robinson has
written, the essence of black radicalism.”44 In light of his subsequent work, we
can understand that remark in terms of his ongoing engagement with a long
phenomenological tradition that separates subjects and objects, which subtends
his powerful critique of the proper and property. If, following Moten and Robinson, we understand blackness as the historically specific and enduring form of a
more general racialization and production of the social’s excess or “outside,” we
might understand the long, discontinuous history of black strugg le as a series
of contests staged in the name of a freedom more profound than those oriented
around self-possession. Taken together, Hartman, Moten, and Robinson offer
exemplary critiques of the social forms predicated upon freedom to enter into
contracts, formal equality, property, and the “invisible hand”—in a word, critiques of the forms of life thinkable from within capitalism—that substantively
engage slavery and its afterlives. Substantive freedom requires social forms and
transformation beyond what we usually mean by diversity, inclusion, and similar terms. But it will also mean that the “we” that becomes free will differ from
the “we” that fights for freedom. The fight for freedom is a fully transfigurative
fight to reshape the discursive and political terrain upon which people strugg le,
a fight for new ways of imagining collective action and collectivity itself without
guarantees of their future shape. Here we might again recall that the name
musicians and critics give to musical activity is play, and consider the full range
of things played on and with. We might, as I attempt, consider the relationship
between improvisation and surprise as a way of registering the unexpected, the
riotous, what was immanent but unrecognized, what was still possible in what
was thought outmoded.
To ask about black sound’s media is to ask about the history of the past,
the relationship of culture to the present, and ultimately the improvisation
of the common whose range of effective circulation we term community, but
whose most radically conceived form is communism. Focus on collaboration,
meanwhile, creates conceptual space through which to consider the mutual
constitution of poetry and music. Rather than understand these collaborations
in terms of the available histories of poetry and music, this book listens for
artists’ negotiation of aesthetic fields that shaped and were shaped by their
institutionally legible and illegible actions. Using experimental modes, they
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engaged textual practices that expanded the possibilities of art, and those
texts refract—recode and engage through field-specific logic—broader social
conflicts and contradictions while retaining a relative autonomy and a specific
discursive, economic, and political field. This orientation encourages consideration of the aesthetic field’s relative autonomy, seeing aesthetic conflicts as
having an actuality beyond simply reflecting or expressing broader social and
historical processes.45
What Is This Thing Called Jazz?

Insofar as I am invested in the potentialities and latencies as born by black
sound, especially m
 usic, I grapple with what is regressive or inadequate in the
music’s history and historiography, which discourses surrounding the music
can tend to replicate. Throughout, I grapple with the predominant maleness
of the archives of free jazz and phonographic poetry. The persistent conceptual
and practical exclusion of women from jazz should remind us that no aesthetic
form or practice is inherently liberatory or progressive.46 The word jazz names
multiple vectors of desire, power (including the power to define what is and is
not jazz), relations to music, and sites of conflict, and that multiplicity defines
its being. Perhaps above all, it designates a discursive field, that is, an evolving
set of questions and answers, claims and explanations, within which evolve
narrative and tropological tendencies and ideal ways of linking aesthetics and
historical context. It sets the conditions for hear(d)ing the music, for converting non-meaning sound into predetermined symbolic relations (e.g., syncopation as indicative of a basic savagery in one moment, recoded as a freedom drive
in another). The line between meaning and non-meaning is a historical question regarding the specific contexts in which black sound comes to be read as
an independent phenomenon. Rather than recite familiar lists of performers,
composers, debates, tendencies, legacies, and landmark recording sessions, it
seems more productive to consider the processes by which critics, musicians,
and listeners alike have produced ideas of jazz as the name for a singular impulse. What are the semantemes (base units of meaning) and how do they
control its morphology, the torque of its tropes? Sherrie Tucker argues that
what we study is “the desires mapped onto representations of and narratives
about jazz and the connections and disconnections between them and jazz
practice.” 47 Those representations and narratives are constitutive of jazz, and
those representations, which encode and fuel collective desires, suffuse the
experience of jazz practice, even as that practice necessarily exceeds them.
Tucker calls for critics to consider those practices, players, and audiences jazz
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studies excludes in order to define its object—“to narrate with an awareness”
of narrative’s limits and produce more adequate representations. The more
radical implication of the deconstruction she calls for (riffing on Scott Deveaux’s influential essay “Constructing the Jazz Tradition”) would be to track
the ways those bodies, desires, and practices strategically excluded from the
jazz tradition as discourse turn out to be conditions of possibility for thinking
or narrating jazz. Insofar as the anarchic, unorganizable, or unruly name jazz’s
ideal promise, our analysis should probe the serial exclusions upon which its
symbolic unity relies. I am ultimately interested in the kinds of listening and
analysis that become possible, and necessary, when we treat “jazz” as a process
rather than an entity, and examine the vectors of power that shape its being.
 hole to which jazz belongs is an effect of
As with poetry and other genres, the w
the discursive operations that make singular performances or styles effective.
Poetry is no more stable as referent or archive than jazz is, and while I do not
study spoken word directly, its performative mode bears a family resemblance
to those I do study. One could trace the emergence of phonographic poetry
through the archives of poets reciting and performing their own poetry in the
nineteenth and earlier twentieth centuries, whose function gradually shifted
from demonstrations of elocution, to instill virtue and discipline speech and
to encourage self-expression, to a means toward an additional plane of analy
sis where the author’s own inflections became most vitally important.48 The
public reading, parallel with the use of early sound recording to transmit great
oratory, eventually gave way to broader practices of literary entrepreneurialism, where charismatic lectors developed rhetorical and performance practices
to promote their work and supplement their income. In that relay between
print and performance modern poetry constitutes itself. The spaces, practices,
and functions of poetry proliferate through the twentieth century, with poets
adapting new technology as it emerges. Along the way they effect crossings
among (invoking in Don Ihde’s terms of “the word as soundful” or “songful”)
“sounds as meaningful” and “the [technical] transformation of [sound] experience itself.” 49 Poetry mediates soundful words and meaningful sound; phonographic poetry remediates poetry, music, and the community theater projects
specifically for intended black audiences. Media analysis is key to reconstructing this cartography of desires, narratives, and competing claims to legitimacy
within and beyond the bourgeois sphere of culture. Framed by economic and
cultural relations and antagonism, medium is a name for a “recurring set of
contingent social relations and social practices.”50 One name for that contingency, of course, is history, analyzed in terms of the shifting economic and po
litical terrains, the processes of emergence and incorporation, and the vectors
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of power and social positionality that shape and animate mutually informing
class, race, and gender relations. This project investigates the media of poetry
and the work of poetry as mediation in a specific context where black sound
takes on new political meanings.
Collection: Time

A project concerned with sound recordings is also concerned with collection—
re-constellating commodity objects in into new networks of desire and value.
Obsession, which marks a perversion or diversion of libidinal energies toward
potentially perverse, even liberatory (mis)use, is its intellectual mode. And, as
will be clear from its analysis of the shifting meanings and functions of black
sound, the analysis of phonographic poetry probes the boundaries between art
and non-art as (related to) the boundary between socio-ethical and economic
value, understanding that with each binary one pole contaminates the other.
A simple opposition of “idealist” (black sound reflects or expresses an under
lying black consciousness) and “materialist” (black aesthetic practice responds
to concrete historical antagonisms) theories of black soundwork is unhelpful, even symptomatic, if it simply proposes sound as materiality or pure use-
value. Use-value, as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak has argued, is “both outside
and inside the system of value-determination,” neither simply host to parasitic
exchange-value (inside) nor calculable within the definition of value.51 Spivak’s
reminder, via Marx, that “a thing can be a use-value without being a value”
reminds us of the theoretical difficulties entailed in framing black sound as
wholly resistant and extrinsic to capital or capitalist modernity. (It also tells us
something about those whose lives and labor are at once central to and external
to bourgeois conceptions of the good life.) One way, then, of conceiving black
soundwork is by thinking about t hose similarly inside and outside capitalist
modernity, those whose desires to “consume the (affect of the) work itself ”
always point to a strategically excluded possibility of, and riotous supplement
to, that modernity. In its claims to and mobilization of common content, this
aesthetic and theoretical practice I study h
 ere is most generally concerned with
the improvisation of alternative forms of value. As obsessive pursuit (thinking
here of the sheer duration of the l abor entailed in being able adequately to develop one’s own sound concept), it allows collaborators to imbue with value the
objects, questions, concerns, and positions drawn from within stratified social
structures, and outline at least a fantasy of autonomous, auto-telic production.
Yet, though durable, obsessions are also mutable, ultimately deferring and differing the compulsion to circulation and value.
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If, as Jacques Attali argues, records store “use-time” (on the model of use-
value), the record collection is also an archive of intimacies and desires, uses
beyond utility and surplus.52 Yet, “use-time,” like use-value, is heterogeneous,
only ambiguously related to larger determinations of value. While workers
disposing of their time as they will registers as theft from the perspective of
the capitalist, it is also clear that the record collection potentially represents
something more subversive than p
 eople “stockpil[ing] what they want to find
the time to hear.”53 Attali’s unfortunate analogy of “exchange-time” to money
(“a supposedly stable sign of equivalence”) is beyond the scope of my present
argument. Suffice it to say that as with traditional Marxist accounts of use-/
exchange-value, the two change sides, and eventually use-value has to be strategically excluded in order for his temporal schema to work. What I want to
suggest is that we might be able to read his terms differently in order to rethink the record collection in light of the concerns with which I began this
introduction.
One might agree that sound recording reifies labor (use-time) into a commodity. One could also note that legitimating early sound recording required
understanding it to belong to a broader social hygiene project, ensuring the
transmission of bourgeois cultural values to the proletariat. Neither of these
“materialist” accounts, however, account for the perversity of collection as a
site of conflicting desires and uses, not all of which correspond with market
values in any straightforward way. Collection indexes affects at once intrinsic
and extrinsic to social reproduction; it points to affectively necessary surpluses
that have no correlate within the production of commodity value. But, returning to Nathaniel Mackey and the Art Ensemble of Chicago, I wonder about
other forms of “exchange-time,” which is to say I wonder about the normative
situation Attali and others imagine of the solitary listener with his (usually a
man) records, waiting for the time to listen. Could we conceive of such time
as the imagined time of an encounter, the prospective, future-perfect time
of listening in a world that differs from the world of the initial sounding?
Exchange-time becomes a way of describing a moment when things fall into
place—the right moment, the right sound, the right company, the right occasion to share listening. Mackey’s character N. decries “someone else’s having
heard presumed to be one’s own.” But Mackey’s work—in prose, in verse, and
as a longtime host of a radio show called Tanganyika Strut—reminds us of the
pleasure and possibility of making one’s listening available to others. Listening
is reflexive, but its autonomy heightens the desire for another to listen to my
listening and through that imagine a community of listeners “that each wants
to make itself heard hearing.”54 This doubled scene of listening—being affected
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by sound and imagining o thers hearing my hearing—marks the resonant body
of the community of listeners.
One’s personal collection of sound objects—I can no longer say “record collection”—is advance preparation for an encounter with someone who shares in
the project of counter-knowledge at the heart of black (sound) studies. Collection touches on alternative temporalities and intimacies, alternative relations
to the objects one concerns oneself with that are not about consumption, absorption, integration but instead about reoriented relations to the world. This
attention is necessary as this book considers the circulation of texts, the dif
ferent meanings sound takes on or is refused at different moments across time
and space, in the interstices of communal formation between the here/now
and the potential. As much as a sound recording, like any document or archive
produced under capitalism, is also a document of dispossession, alienation,
and exploitation, it also indexes “some other kind of thought,” points that w
 ill
have been locatable on a map of counter-formation. This is a formation written on the B-side of the archival records of black negation, the fetishistic ac/
counting of black vulnerability, the mathematics and ledgers of black undoing.
Listening is a proto-political, critical practice aimed at what in the past is not
yet exhausted, at forms of life still on the horizon. Those riotous forms of life
are immanent; they beckon still—if we make time to listen.
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